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This paper comprises a constructive investigation of the relationship between 
compactness, finite rank and located kernel for a bounded linear mapping into a 
finite-dimensional normed space. The main result is that a bounded linear mapping 
of a normed space into a finite-dimensional normed space is constructively compact 
if and only if its kernel is located. Several examples are given which highlight the 
constructive distinction between a mapping into a finite-dimensional space and a 
mapping with finite-dimensional range. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The work of this paper, which lies entirely within the framework of 
Bishop’s constructive mathematics, has its roots in the well-known theorem, 
A linear mapping of a Hilbert space into a normed space is compact 
if and only if it is a uniform limit of bounded linear mappings of 
Jinite rank. (*I 
Recall that a mapping u between normed spaces is compact if, given any 
E > 0, we can construct a finite c-net of the image of the unit ball under U; 
and that a linear mapping is offinite rank n if the dimension of its range is 
n. 
Classically, the importance of (*) stems from the fact that every bounded 
linear mapping of finite rank is compact-because every bounded subset of a 
finite-dimensional normed space is totally bounded-so the finite rank linear 
mappings generate the set of all compact linear mappings from a Hilbert 
space into a normed space. 
When we look at all this from a constructive point of view, things are not 
so straightforward. It is true that minor modifications of a classical argument 
using the total boundedness of the image of the unit ball under u produce a 
constructive proof of (*) with the word “bounded” replaced by “compact” 
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[3, Chap. VII, Sect. 2, Theorem 21. But, as the following example shows, we 
cannot expect o prove constructively that a bounded linear mapping of finite 
rank is compact, even when the domain of the mapping is a Hilbert space. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let a E R, and let H be the completion of R x Ra in the 
real Hilbert space IR’. Then u(x, y) = x + y defines a bounded linear mapping 
of H onto R. A constructive proof of the compactness of u would enable us 
to compute its norm. If l]ul] > 1, then a # 0; while if \]ul] < fi, then a = 0. 
Thus we would have an algorithm for deciding whether or not an arbitrary 
real number a is zero; nobody believes that such an algorithm will be found. 
It is worth noting that, from a constructive point of view, the space R X Ra 
is complete if and only if either a = 0 or u # 0; this is a simple consequence 
of the theorem in [ 5 1. 
Bearing Example 1 in mind, can we find necessary and sufficient 
conditions for a bounded linear mapping of finite rank to be compact? We 
can if the rank is 1. A bounded linear mapping u onto a one-dimensional 
normed space is constructively compact if and only if its norm can be 
computed. Bishop showed [ 1, Chap. 9, Theorem l] that this occurs precisely 
when the kernel of u is located, in the sense that the distance from any point 
to the kernel can be computed. The main result of this paper is that a 
bounded linear mapping onto a finite-dimensional normed space is compact 
if and only if its kernel is located. 
Note that in contrast to the rank 1 case, computability of the norm of a 
bounded linear mapping of rank 2 on a Hilbert space does not ensure 
compactness of the mapping. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let a E R, and let H be the completion of R x R x Ru in 
the Hilbert space R3. Then u(x,y, z) = (2x,y + z) defines a bounded linear 
mapping of H onto R2 with norm 2. A constructive proof of the total boun- 
dedness of the image of the unit ball of H under u would enable us to 
compute the supremum s of the projection of that image on the second coor- 
dinate axis. If s > 1, then a # 0; while if s < fi, then a = 0. 
In the rest of this paper, we shall assume familiarity with the fundamentals 
of constructive mathematics described in [ 1, 21. All our subsequent 
statements hould be interpreted constructively. Thus, for example, when we 
speak of a mapping u as “compact,” we mean that it is “constructively 
compact”: in other words, given E > 0, we can compute an e-net of the image 
of the unit ball under U. 
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2. BOUNDED LINEAR MAPPINGS OF FINITE RANK 
The proof of our main result (Theorem 1 below) requires three preliminary 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let E be a normed space over rti, B a convex neighbourhood 
of 0 in E, and f a continuous linear mapping of E onto Rn. Then there exists 
a continuous retraction g of E onto kerfsuch that g(B) = B A kerJ: 
ProojI If n = 0, we need only take g to be the identity mapping. If n = I, 
and we choose a E B so that f(a) > 0 and -a E B, the required retraction g 
is obtained by setting 
g(x)= f(a)x-f@)a 
f(a)+IfM ’ 
Note that 
-f (x)a = sup(-f(x), 0)a + WIf(x), W-a) (x E El; 
taken with the convexity of B, this ensures that g(x) E B whenever x E B. 
Now let k > 2, assume we have proved the lemma for n = k - 1, and 
consider the case n = k. Define z: Rk -+ R by X(X, ,..., xk) = xk. Then 7c 0 f is 
a continuous linear mapping of E onto IR; so that, by the case n = 1, there 
exists a continuous retraction g, of E onto ker(n 0 f) such that 
g,(B) = B n ker(rc of). On the other hand, the restriction off to ker(n 0 f) is 
a continuous linear mapping of ker(rr of) onto IRk--’ = ker n; and 
B n ker(n of) is a convex neighbourhood of 0 in ker(rr 0 f ). It follows from 
our induction hypothesis that there exists a continuous retraction gz of 
ker(nof) onto kerf such that g,(Bnker(7rof))=Bnker(rrof)nkerf= 
B n kerf: We now see that g = g, 0 g, is a continuous retraction of E onto 
ker f such that g(B) = B n kerf: This completes the induction. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let B be a totally bounded, convex, symmetric neighbourhood 
of 0 in ;-sn, and let a be a point of IR”. Then S(a) = {A E 6;: Aa E B) is a 
located neighbourhood of 0 in R. 
ProoJ Choose 6 > 0 so that B(0, S) c B. Given r in IF?, we have either 
1 <a 1 < 6 or 0 < Ital. In the former case, <a E B; so that r E S(a), and 
therefore dist(<, S(a)) = 0. In the case 0 < Ital, Ra is a one-dimensional 
linear subspace of R”. Let P be the projection of R” on the orthogonal 
complement of iF?a. By Lemma 1, there exists a continuous retraction g of E 
onto Ra = ker P such that g(B) = B n Ra = {Aa: A E R, Aa E B). As a # 0, 
p(Aa) = 2 defines a continuous mapping of B n Ra onto S(a). Thus p 0 g is a 
continuous mapping of B onto S(a). As B is totally bounded, so is S(a): 
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whence dist(& S(a)) is computable. That S(a) is a neighbourhood of 0 in R 
follows from the fact that B is a neighbourhood of 0 in R”. 1 
LEMMA 3. Let E be a normed space over R, and u a continuous linear 
mapping of E onto R”. Then u is an open mapping. 
Proof: If n = 0, this is trivial. If n > 1, and {e,,..., e,} is a basis of R”, 
choose r > 0 so that ek E u(B(0, r)) for k = l,..., n. As u(B(0, r)) is convex 
and symmetric, it contains the convex hull of {-ei ,..., -e,, e, ,..., e, }, and so 
contains a ball in R” with centre 0 and positive radius. I 
As Stolzenberg has pointed out [4], we are unlikely to produce a 
constructive proof of the full form of the classical Open Mapping Theorem, 
of which Lemma 3 is a special case. 
THEOREM 1. Let E be a normed linear space, F a finite-dimensional 
normed space, and u a bounded linear mapping of E onto F. Then u is 
compact if and only if its kernel is located in E. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that E and F are real linear 
spaces, and that F = R” for some integer n > 0. Let u be compact, and let 
x E E. Then, noting Lemma 3 and applying Lemma 2 with B = u(B(0, l)), 
we see that S(x) = {A E R: Au(x) E B} is a located neighbourhood of 0 in R. 
Let I,, be a positive element of S(x). The mapping A--+ l/1 is uniformly 
continuous on the located subset S(x) n [A,, co) of R; whence 
inf {l/J: A E S(x), & <J.} is computable. By the symmetry of B, this 
infimum equals inf {]A ]:A E R, u(x) E AB}. But 
inf{]A]:AE R, u(x)EAB] 
=inf{)l]:AE R andu(x-lz)=O for some z E E, )JzJJ < 1) 
=inf{/A]:AElRand]]x-y]]<A for some y E ker u ) 
= dist(x, ker u). 
Hence ker u is located in E. 
Conversely, suppose that ker u is located in E. Then 
]]u(x)]]i = dist(x, ker u) defines a norm on R”. As R” is finite-dimensional, 
the open unit ball in (IF?“, ]I ]]i) is totally bounded. As this ball is just the set 
u(B(0, l)), u is compact. 1 
With the help of Theorem 1, it is not difficult to transform the proof of 
[3, Chap. VII, Sect. 2, Theorem 21 into a constructive proof of 
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THEOREM 2. A linear mapping of a Hilbert space into a normed space is 
compact if and only ifit is a uniform limit of bounded linear mappings with 
located kernel and finite-dimensional range. I 
3. FURTHER EXAMPLES 
The next three examples show that, in order to obtain the conclusion of 
Theorem 1. we need the mapping u to be onto. rather than just into, a finite- 
dimensional space. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let a E 11-i, and let u be the inclusion mapping from the 
completion H of if?a into IV. Then ker u = {O) is located. However. if we 
could prove constructively that u is compact, then we would be able to 
compute the distance s from 1 to the image under u of the unit ball of H. If 
s > 0, then a = 0; while if s < 1, then a # 0. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let a E 9. and let u be the mapping of s!: into !:i defined by 
u(x) = ax. Then u is compact. However, if we could prove that ker u was 
located, then we could compute the distance s from 1 to ker U. If s > 0. then 
u # 0; while if s < 1, then a = 0. 
It might be thought that our inability to prove compactness of u in 
Example 3 is due solely to our lack of knowledge of the dimension of the 
domain of U; and that, for any bounded linear mapping into iFi that appears 
in practice, we will know the dimension (finite or infinite) of the domain. If 
the domain has finite dimension, then the mapping is certainly compact. If 
the domain has infinite dimension, then, as the following example shows, we 
may be unable to prove compactness of the mapping even when its kernel is 
located. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let I* be the Hilbert space of square-summable sequences 
of real numbers, with the usual scalar product, and for each positive integer 
II, let e, be the basis vector with nth component 1 and all other components 
0. Let (t,) be a sequence in (0, I} such that t, = 1 for at most one value of n. 
Define a bounded linear mapping U: 1’ + i!; by 
u(x) = \‘ (x, e,) t,. 
” 
Then dist(x, ker u) is computable for each x in the dense subset 
U, span (e,...., e,) of 1’; whence ker u is located in 1’. However, a 
constructive proof that u is compact would enable us to compute the norm of 
U. If jluII > 0, then t, = 1 for some n; if IIuIl < 1, then t, = 0 for all n. It 
follows that we would have an algorithm for deciding whether or not an 
arbitrary sequence in {O, 1) has a nonzero term; nobody believes that such 
an algorithm will be found. 
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Our final example shows why we cannot expect to obtain a constructive 
proof that every compact linear mapping u into a finite-dimensional normed 
space has finite-dimensional range, even when the kernel of u is {O}. 
EXAMPLE 6. Let a, H be as in Example 3, and let u be the linear 
mapping of H into R defined by U(X) = ax. Then u is compact, and 
ker u = (0). Suppose we could compute the dimension n of the range of U. If 
n=O, then a=O; while if n= 1, then a#O. 
These examples how the importance of the distinction between a mapping 
into a finite-dimensional space and a mapping with finite-dimensional range. 
For the range of a compact linear mapping u: E + F, finite-dimensionality 
and completeness are equivalent conditions; in other words, we can construct 
a basis for u(E) if and only if, given a Cauchy sequence (~(x,,)),, i, we can 
construct x in E such that U(X) = lim,+, u(x,) [5, Theorem]. 
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